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QUANTIFYING THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF EFFECTIVE 

REDRESS: LARGE E-COMMERCE DATA SETS AND THE COST-

BENEFIT CASE FOR INVESTING IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Colin Rule* 

SUMMARY 

One of the biggest challenges for dispute resolution has been demon-

strating the economic benefit of investments in fair and effective redress 

systems. Many studies have demonstrated that Alternative Dispute Resolu-

tion (ADR) delivers high satisfaction scores, but user-reported satisfaction 

can be an unreliable metric to measure success. Plus it is difficult to trans-

late satisfaction scores into specific economic benefit. In this article, the 

author uses results culled from very large e-commerce data sets to demon-

strate the quantifiable benefit of investments in effective dispute resolution 

processes. This data is not based on user-reported satisfaction, but on an 

analysis of the actual behavior of users before and after a dispute event. 

These results clearly show the value of investments in dispute resolution and 

offer hard evidence of economic benefits that can be gleaned from the de-

ployment of effective redress processes. These results are relevant not only 

to e-commerce service providers, but to any organization that interacts di-

rectly with customers, from private companies to public agencies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past several decades the Alternative Dispute Resolution 

(ADR) field has struggled to quantitatively demonstrate the benefit of the 

work that it does.1 Many studies have shown dispute resolution services 

often receive very high satisfaction scores from users.2 However, the diffi-

culty has been in demonstrating that this improved satisfaction generates 
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 1. See Frank E.A. Sander, The Future of ADR the Earl F. Nelson Memorial Lecture, 

2000 J. DISP. RESOL. 3, 5–6 (2000). 
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concrete and replicable economic benefit.3 This has made the challenge of 

arguing for continued investment in dispute resolution systems quite diffi-

cult. Several high quality dispute resolution programs have fallen victim to 

budget cuts4 because they were unable to justify continued expenditure on 

their operations from a purely cost-benefit perspective. 

From 2003 to 2011, I was fortunate enough to serve as the first Direc-

tor of Online Dispute Resolution at one of the largest e-commerce market-

places in the world. During that time I was asked to build and implement 

online dispute resolution services from scratch for a global community of 

more than 200 million users. The resolution systems my team designed and 

launched now handle more than 60 million disputes per year, a case volume 

many times larger than the U.S. court system.5  

One of the challenges I encountered when I arrived at the company was 

explaining the benefit of investment in online dispute resolution system to 

executives and decision makers who did not see dispute resolution as a self-

evident good. Many of the individuals responsible for guiding the strategic 

direction of the company were focused primarily on profit and loss, not user 

satisfaction. Every new project had to struggle to secure its share of scarce 

development resources. As part of each product proposal the author had to 

conduct a cost-benefit analysis for the project and indicate the net-present-

value of following through with the initiative. If the cost to complete the 

project exceeded the projected financial benefits (either from increased rev-

enues or cost savings), there was little chance the project would be ap-

proved. As a result, I found myself for the first time in a situation where I 

had to explain the benefits of dispute resolution processes purely in terms of 

dollars and cents. I knew that making this argument had been a struggle for 

other dispute resolution initiatives, and that satisfaction-based justifications 

had a mixed record of success, so I decided to take a new approach. 

Being part of a well-resourced technology company and working with 

a very large user base enabled me to have some unique analytic opportuni-

ties. To monitor the continuing operation of resolutions on the site I was 

given access to a giant database called the “data warehouse” which was 

  

 3. See Sander, supra note 2, at 6. 
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filled with petabytes6 of information tracking the behavior of all of the site’s 

users over several years. The information in the data warehouse was ex-

tremely specific; it tracked every click, purchase, and visit of every user 

over a multiyear period. Nothing was forgotten, and it was all available to be 

queried in real time. It seemed to me that this data could help me make the 

case for investing in dispute resolution. 

II. THE LIMITATIONS OF SATISFACTION AS A METRIC FOR SUCCESS 

At my company, user satisfaction was and still is a top priority. As a 

result, we had very sophisticated systems to track both user satisfaction re-

garding individual processes and flows, as well as the user’s satisfaction 

regarding their overall relationship with the site. I actually led my division’s 

effort to interpret these results, and we employed a unified industry-standard 

metric—called NPS, or Net Promoter Score7—across all of our surveys to 

track our progress in improving satisfaction over time. What we discovered 

in closely analyzing that data over several years was that satisfaction as 

measured through self-reported surveys is a very imprecise way to measure 

success.  

Our analysis revealed that satisfaction was often correlated directly 

with outcome, so users that got what they wanted (or “won”) in a dispute 

were satisfied, and users who “lost” were dissatisfied. In addition, our re-

sults were warped by flows where we wanted users to be dissatisfied. For 

instance, if we were limiting or closing a user’s account due to intentional 

and repeated policy violations, we had no problem when the user indicated 

they did not like the experience. We also found it was relatively easy to ma-

nipulate satisfaction numbers, simply by automatically paying out more 

claims or “no faulting” cases so no one lost. Those short term changes might 

improve satisfaction for a limited period of time, but they were not based on 

concrete changes in our platform or service. As a result, the benefits would 

disappear quickly if the payments stopped.  

Another shortcoming involved the self-reported nature of satisfaction. 

Users would sometimes insist that a certain new feature would massively 

improve their satisfaction, but when we launched it, it had little effect. Or 

conversely, we would suggest a new feature that users indicated they were 

indifferent about, but when it launched it would generate a major increase in 

satisfaction. Finally, users often misreported how satisfied they were or how 

that satisfaction affected their usage of our site. They might say they were 
  

 6. A petabyte is a unit of measurement approximately equal to one million gigabytes or 

1000 terabytes. See Philip Beatty, The Genesis of the Information Technologist-Attorney in 

the Era of Electronic Discovery, 13 J. TECH. L. & POL’Y 261, 288 n.87 (2008). 
 7. For information on Net Promoter Score, see NET PROMOTER, 

http://www.netpromoter.com/np/calculate.jsp (last visited May 1, 2012). 
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going to close their account and never come back as the result of a bad expe-

rience, but two days later they would be back on the site, using our services 

more than they had ever used them before. We found it was very difficult to 

use satisfaction metrics to guide our strategic decision making because they 

were often so disconnected from reality. 

III. RELYING ON USAGE DATA INSTEAD OF SATISFACTION DATA 

What we found to be a better indicator of the real impact of our deci-

sions was the detailed data we captured in the data warehouse. Instead of 

relying on surveys to determine self-reported satisfaction, we could query 

the database to determine exactly how each user’s behavior changed after 

they had a particular experience on the site. In many respects, the data ware-

house had a better understanding of the user’s satisfaction than the users 

themselves had. A customer might say on a survey that a particular experi-

ence soured them on the site and they decreased their usage afterward, but 

the information in the data warehouse told the true story. 

My team decided to conduct our own investigation into the usage met-

rics of the individual users going through our online dispute resolution sys-

tems. We suspected that the information available in the data warehouse 

would tell a different story about the specific impacts of our resolution pro-

cesses. We also believed that the data warehouse would enable us to exam-

ine a larger and more detailed data set than any study feasible in the off-line 

environment, which might lead to some interesting insights that could be 

extrapolated beyond our specific flows. 

IV. DESIGNING THE EXPERIMENT 

The very smart people in the data analytics team came up with an ap-

proach that they thought could best get at the nub of the question. By exam-

ining a very large sample of users in our data warehouse, many hundreds of 

thousands of individual accounts, we could structure a backward-looking 

A/B test8 between two separate pools of accounts to tease out the specific 

impact of going through the online dispute resolution flows we had built on 

the site. 

  

 8. An A/B Test is a controlled experiment where “users are randomly exposed to one 

of two variants: Control (A), or Treatment (B) . . . . If the experiment was designed and exe-

cuted properly, the only thing consistently different between the two variants is the change 

between the Control and Treatment, so any differences in the [Overall Evaluation Criterion] 

are inevitably the result of this assignment, establishing causality.”  Ron Kohavi, et al., Con-

trolled Experiments on the Web: Survey and Practical Guide, 18 DATA MINING & 

KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 140, 149 (2009) available at 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/r28m75k77u145115/fulltext.pdf. 
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We decided to focus on active buyer accounts in a particular month. 

We would then analyze the activity of each account three months prior to 

the month in question and three months after the month in question: 

We would then split that set of accounts into two separate populations: 

one pool of users who filed a dispute in the active month in question, and 

another pool of users who did not file a dispute in that month: 

 
Next, we would then generate an Activity Ratio for each account, indi-

cating how active each buyer was on the site for the test periods. This ratio 

would be calculated by dividing the buyer’s Total Payments Volume for the 

three months post by the buyer’s Total Payments Volumes in the three 

months prior: 

 
The beauty of this metric was that it represented the actual impact of 

going through the online dispute resolution process on the user’s behavior, 

not the buyer’s perception of how going through the process impacted their 

behavior. The other positive aspect of this metric was that it was easily con-

vertible into actual economic benefit to the company because Total Payment 

Volume can be converted into estimated profits. We knew the exact per-

centage of profit for every additional dollar of Total Payment Volume pro-

cessed, so this made the cost-benefit calculation much simpler. 

Our hypothesis was that we would find similar results to the dynamics 

we had witnessed on the satisfaction surveys: activity on the site after a dis-

pute event would be correlated to dispute outcome. Most of us believed that 

increases in activity were likely to directly correlate to positive outcomes in 

the dispute resolution process. For example, if a buyer reported a dispute 

and ended up receiving a full refund, the presumption was that because they 

achieved a positive outcome they would increase their activity on the site 

moving forward. The flip side to that assumption was that if a buyer was to 

receive a less than favorable outcome, such as the decision that the seller 

was in the right and that the buyer was not entitled to a refund, they would 
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be angry and there would be a corresponding drop in their activity moving 

forward. So “winning” buyers (e.g., buyers who received a full refund) 

would increase their usage, and “losing” buyers (e.g., buyers who did not 

get a refund) would decrease their use of the site. We all suspected that was 

most likely what the data would demonstrate. 

V. WHAT WE DISCOVERED 

To our surprise, once we collected the data, we found that it did not 

validate this hypothesis. The results revealed a clear benefit to user activity 

as a result of engaging in the online dispute resolution process. However, 

the results also demonstrated that, on average, users who reported a transac-

tion problem and went through the online dispute resolution process in-

creased their usage of the marketplace, regardless of outcome. 

What that meant was that buyers who “won” their case increased their 

activity, but buyers who “lost” their case also increased their activity. Now 

it is true that the buyers who lost their case did increase their activity at a 

slower rate than the buyers who won their case, but most surprisingly, both 

of those buyers increased their activity more than buyers who never filed a 

dispute in the first place. 

 

Figure A: Activity Ratios of Buyer Accounts by Outcome Achieved 

As indicated in Figure A, the Activity Ratio for buyers who did not file 

a dispute in the active month was about 108%, and the Activity Ratio for 

buyers who did file a dispute in the active month was about 114%. But what 

was more interesting was the fact that every outcome of the dispute process 

had a higher Activity Ratio than the non-filing buyers, even when the claim 

was voided or the buyer was found to be at fault. The group of buyers who 

had the highest post-dispute Activity Ratio was the group of those buyers 
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who had their claims resolved amicably, through mutual agreement with 

their sellers. This group had an Activity Ratio of approximately 117%, high-

er even than the buyers who won their claims outright (114%). 

The only group of buyers who filed a dispute and decreased their activ-

ity on the site in the three months after the active month were buyers for 

whom the resolution process took a very long time (identified as “Claim in 

Progress” in Figure A). These buyers filed a dispute and, for one reason or 

another, had the resolution of that dispute take longer than six weeks. If the 

dispute was resolved within six weeks, then the Activity Ratio was higher 

than the non-dispute-filing accounts, but if the resolution process stretched 

beyond six weeks, then the Activity Ratio fell lower than the non-filing ac-

counts. That was the only outcome in which the Activity Ratio was lower 

than the non-filing buyers. However, as you can see in Figure B, that group 

of buyer accounts was less than 1% of the overall pool of accounts ob-

served: 

 

Figure B: Account Distribution of Outcome 

Another interesting result we discovered was that these benefits held 

for filing buyer accounts across all activity levels, and that these benefits are 

statistically significant. In Figure C you can see that the accounts that filed a 

dispute had a higher Activity Ratio regardless of whether the buyer spent 

$100 per month or more than $1000 per month. The error bars indicate the 

upper and lower bound of the ratio at the 95% confidence level. 
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Figure C: Account Distribution of Outcome 

We also found that the activity benefit was much more pronounced for 

buyer accounts where the dispute filed during the active month was the first 

dispute ever filed for that account. For buyer accounts with previous dispute 

experience the impact was far more muted. Additionally, we found that the 

positive impact on activity went away if the buyer turned instead to their 

credit card issuer for redress as opposed to the on-site resolution flow we 

provided. 

VI. EXPLAINING THE RESULTS 

This data was quite revolutionary to many, as it contradicted several 

long held beliefs within the company. Some executives were incredulous 

when they first reviewed the results, sarcastically suggesting that maybe we 

should intentionally give all our new buyers a dispute in their first year on 

the site so as to push up their activity. 

But upon reflection, the results made a lot of sense. It is well under-

stood that user trust is a crucial driver to growing usage of online services.9 

Resolution is a core component of user trust.10 Many new users may have 
  

 9. See, e.g., Lucille M. Ponte, Boosting Consumer Confidence in E-Business: Recom-

mendations for Establishing Fair and effective Dispute Resolution Programs for B2C Online 

Transactions, 12 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 441, 443 n.3 (2002). 

 10. “Dispute resolution processes are generally perceived as having a single function, 

that of settling problems. What has come to be understood online, perhaps more than it is 

offline, is that dispute resolution processes have a dual role, that of settling disputes and also 
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doubt that if they encounter a transaction problem they will be able to get it 

resolved quickly and effectively. This lack of confidence acts as a break on 

their usage of the service in question. This data made clear that that once a 

buyer gained a first-hand understanding of the available resolution options, 

and that effective systems were available to help them resolve any transac-

tion problems they encountered, that understanding would encourage them 

to increase their usage of the service over time. 

As an example, imagine you were buying gifts for your family and 

friends over several weeks leading up to the holiday season. As gift ideas 

come to you, you may end up purchasing items across a variety of different 

online marketplaces. Initially you may have little preference as to which 

marketplace you use for each item. As the packages arrive in the mail, you 

may even forget which items you purchased from which marketplaces. And 

as the recipients open their gifts, all you know is that you bought the items 

online and they arrived without a problem. Buyers often have high expecta-

tions for their online purchases,11 so when everything goes smoothly the 

transaction (and the transaction environment) often makes little impression 

on the purchaser. 

But imagine that one of the items arrives and there is a problem. Maybe 

it was damaged in shipping, or maybe the wrong item was delivered. When 

that happens, you as the purchaser must pay individual attention to that par-

ticular transaction. You go back to your e-mail, search for the item receipt, 

and determine which marketplace the item was purchased from. Then you 

go to the website of the marketplace and try to determine what you need to 

do to get the problem resolved. That is the moment at which the buyer expe-

riences an in-depth and unexpected interaction with an e-commerce market-

place. That is the moment where loyalty is imprinted. If the marketplace 

provides an easy to find process for resolving the problem, a strong impres-

sion is made in the mind of the buyer. If the marketplace does not provide 

any easy to discover process for resolving the problem, the buyer’s experi-

ence instead is one of frustration, which creates a strong impression in the 

other direction. 

The results of this research demonstrate that once a buyer goes through 

the online dispute resolution process, learning both how to initiate it and 

how it delivers fair and efficient resolutions, that awareness drives them to 

increase their use of the overall website by a statistically significant amount. 
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The group of buyers who increased their activity on the site the most in 

the wake of a dispute filing was the group of buyers who achieved an ami-

cable resolution to their dispute. The Activity Ratio of these buyers showed 

the greatest increase, even greater than those users who “won” their case and 

received a full refund as mandated by the marketplace administrator. We 

believe the explanation for this phenomenon is that trust in your fellow users 

to do the right thing in good faith is more powerful than the belief that a 

marketplace administrator will intervene and use their power to decide dis-

putes between users who disagree. Having a transaction partner hear your 

complaint and resolve the issue is a much more effective trust building out-

come than relying upon a site administrator to mete out justice in each case. 

The only buyers who decreased their activity after filing their first dis-

pute were buyers for whom the process took a long time, more than six 

weeks. This lesson affirmed feedback we had heard previously indicating 

that buyers preferred to lose their case quickly rather than have the resolu-

tion process go on for an extended period of time. The frustration associated 

with a long resolution process outweighed the benefit from getting a positive 

outcome because buyers value their time more than the money in question 

when it comes to low dollar value transactions. The buyers in these cases 

learn a different lesson: the marketplace does not have a quick and effective 

resolution process in place, and that realization displaces any benefit that 

comes from educating buyers about the existence of online dispute resolu-

tion. 

VII. RAMIFICATIONS OF THIS STUDY 

The results of this study demonstrate the clear and quantifiable eco-

nomic benefit to organizations that invest in the development and promotion 

of online dispute resolution tools and systems. Many businesses have tradi-

tionally downplayed their resolution systems because they thought that talk-

ing about problems with buyers would make them less likely to utilize the 

services of the website in question. Often resolution processes are hidden 

deep inside help content, or made available only to users who proactively 

contact the website to complain about a problem. The results of this research 

demonstrate the short sightedness of that approach. 

Problem resolution is perhaps the most important loyalty moment for 

consumers. In e-commerce, providing transactions with no problems, where 

the buyer purchases an item and it arrives without a hitch, is the default ex-

pectation—the table stakes for e-commerce, if you will. The loyalty moment 

comes when the buyer experiences something out of the ordinary. That is 

when the marketplace is presented with an opportunity to step up, do the 

right thing, and make a lasting, positive impression on that customer. 

Some e-commerce companies have understood this dynamic intuitively 

for many years. The experience of those companies has demonstrated results 
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consistent with the conclusions from our study. Those websites often pro-

vide very streamlined resolution processes to their buyers, along with very 

generous policies around refunds and returns. Over time those services have 

claimed a greater share of the overall e-commerce marketplace.12 Other ser-

vices that have demonstrated less commitment to streamlined problem reso-

lution may deliver better results over a shorter period of time, but over the 

long term their share of e-commerce activity has fallen in comparison to the 

firms that have understood and embraced the importance of quick and effec-

tive problem resolution. 

This is true not only for e-commerce companies, but for all organiza-

tions that provide client services, from cell phone companies to airlines to 

government agencies. Being up front with customers about resolution sys-

tems, and providing an excellent resolution experience once a problem crops 

up, is essential to building loyalty with that customer. What this data 

demonstrates clearly is that those investments generate real returns which 

more than compensate for the expense of putting those systems in place. 

Proactive communications to customers and clients about resolutions is 

good business, and organizations that ignore or downplay resolutions do so 

at their own peril. 
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